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Clean Energy and America’s Quest for Energy Independence 

 Both major parties in the United States (U.S.) agree the county needs to reduce 

dependence on foreign energy sources, particularly foreign oil. However, each Member of 

Congress approaches the problem differently. Traditionally, Republican Members, who often 

dismiss climate change, back legislation supporting increased domestic fossil fuel production, 

such as oil. In contrast, Democratic Members, who often recognize climate change, typically 

back legislation to support research and development in renewable energy sources, such as wind 

and solar. Regardless of Party affiliation, though, Members want to bring economic growth and 

opportunity to their district and the Nation as a whole. Consequently, bipartisan energy 

legislation remains possible. In this paper, I will describe the evolution of one such piece of 

legislation and argue that Congress needs more goal-based cooperation. 

  The agricultural industry in the U.S. remains important to the economy; but, farmers in 

middle America face economic struggles (Ivanova). As a result, delegations to these 

communities, such as those from Iowa, look to any and all sources of economic growth. Luckily, 

discoveries in new forms of renewable and clean energy, such as advancements in biofuels and 

carbon capture technology, give an avenue for farmers to make money in alternative ways. In 

fact, Republican states such as Iowa, Kansas, and North and South Dakota lead America in wind 

power and other renewable energy sources largely due to the economic benefits (Gillis and 

Popovich). Renewable energies allow farmers to reuse land and waste products to supplement 

their declining farm income. At the same time, Democratic states such as California commit to 

movement to electricity sourced from renewables in the near future out of concern about climate 

change (California Energy Commission). Even though the two parties maintain different motives 
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for transitioning to renewables, both generally support research and development and tax 

incentives for renewable energies.  

 During the 115th U.S. Congress, the Members needed to renew the Farm Bill, a bill set 

out to support American farmers, sparking debate about the status of farmers in America and 

what they need to survive and thrive. Simultaneously, during the summer of 2018, President 

Trump began escalating trade tensions with economies American farmers rely on to purchase 

their products. China comprises one example, as Chinese consumers buy farm products such as 

soy beans from the U.S. With these new barriers to their markets, the situation for farmers 

became dire, and the renewal of the Farm Bill became more urgent. While negotiations in the 

House Agriculture Committee continued, Congressman Scott Peters, a moderate Democrat from 

California’s 52nd district, looked on and saw an opportunity to draft legislation both supporting 

renewable energy and American farmers.  

 In Congress, inaction does not come from the lack of good ideas or even the lack of bills 

proposed. Rather, inaction comes from the system and attitude of those in charge; since the 

majority party maintains the ability to dictate what goes through committee and to the House or 

Senate floor, that party can play politics and block legislation, for better or for worse. To try to 

avoid introducing a bill that would simply sit in committee and never move to floor 

consideration, Congressman Peters looked for a Republican to introduce the bill with him. A 

longtime supporter of renewable energy, Congressman Peters and his staff with the help of 

experts in the field drafted a bill to promote the use of carbon capture and biofuel technologies. 

The bill promoted the development of these technologies through research funding and grants 

and economic incentives, to name a few. Carbon capture and biofuel technologies reuse waste 

products from farm animals, for example, and convert them into energy. The states with the 
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biggest potential for these technologies vote Republican, giving Congressman Peters multiple 

targets for original co-sponsorship and co-introduction.  

 Introducing a bill means multiple people in the office work on the project, researching 

Congressional districts and the direct impact of the bill on those districts specifically. Districts 

elect Members to represent them and their interests. That fact combined with Representative’s 

need to win an election in their district every two years means Members care about how a bill 

affects them and their district. (Notably, the line between how a bill affects a constituency and 

how the constituency perceives the bill remains blurred; for example, a fundamentally Christian 

constituency may oppose all votes making safe abortion attainable even if their district suffered 

from large amounts of illegal and unsafe abortions.) Consequently, Members and their offices, 

along with lobbyists, secure support easiest through district-specific, targeted messaging about 

the issue at hand. Congressman Peters and his staff performed their research on a narrow list of 

potential original co-sponsors, focusing on Members with farming constituencies who would 

economically benefit from development of carbon capture and biofuel technologies.  

 Eventually, Congressman Peters’ Office secured Congressman David Young, a 

Republican from Iowa, to introduce the bill with him. Iowa, a farm state already benefitting off 

wind energy, could generate much more electricity and revenue by producing additional biofuel. 

Currently, Iowa produces much of the Nation’s ethanol, a product of corn. However, to truly 

gain from renewable energy, Iowa and other states need researchers to further develop the 

renewable energy technologies in order to make the technology affordable and profitable. 

Similar to many initial ideas and inventions, certain renewable technologies cost too much more 

than the revenue they generate, making operators take a loss instead of gain of profits. Ideally, 

the markets see the need and profit potential for the latest technology, prompting private citizens 
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or corporations to pay for development. However, occasionally the markets fail or take too long, 

prompting the government to step in and spur research and development. In the case of carbon 

capture and biofuel technological development, Congressmen Peters and Young’s bill intends to 

fill the gap and make the technology usable and profitable; it seems logical.  

 Even though the bill does not cost much, gathers bipartisan support, emphasizes utilizing 

technology to overcome America’s energy dependence on foreign oil and other fossil fuels, and 

focuses on spurring the economy in struggling areas, it may never go to the House floor. The 

American governance system fails here, as this bill along with other more common-sense bills, 

such as a bill updating animal fighting bans to include U.S. territories along with states, remain 

unseen and not talked about. As of late, controversial bills take up all of Congress and the 

people’s time and energy, and they usually end in a polarizing public disaster. I cannot see a 

clear way to fix the system; however, a simple change in attitude could help.  

 Congressman Peters put aside clear party lines and focused on a bipartisan goal—

American economic growth and energy independence. I believe in his strategy and believe that 

others should adopt it. Focusing on a goal, such as immigration reform or cybersecurity, rather 

than focusing on the petty details of each could push each party to understand their own priorities 

and collaborate with their peers. For example, instead of focusing on the President’s alleged 

involvement with Russian hackers, a matter that the courts actively investigate, Congress could 

focus on identifying holes in U.S. cybersecurity and addressing them with clean cut legislation. 

Simply, I observe unnecessary drama throughout the government as of late, and the people feed 

this drama by not listening to one another and remaining at attack.  

 One does not have to lose faith in the government, as Congressmen Peters and Young 

show collaboration still happens and succeeds. It seems every American just needs to take a step 
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back, reevaluate, and prioritize. Politics has become more entertaining and emotional; but, 

perhaps it was never meant to be so. I cannot think of another career that gets as personal and 

petty (at least publicly personal and petty). I advocate Congress go back to basics, passing 

bipartisan, logical legislation to allow the country to mend its wounds. A strong Congress will 

keep other branches in check per their constitutional power, though the politics of the other 

branches remain notable but beyond the scope of this paper. In summation, many Congressmen 

and Congresswomen continue to work together for America as a whole; maybe we just need to 

listen to them.  
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